
Traineeship results



Very productive month

During this months I’ve done few interesting things:
•Add new feathers
•Fix more than dozen bugs (easy and not at all)
•Learn new technologies



New feathers
On this traineeship I’ve getting some interesting tasks for do

Some of them required be more familiar with project

There will be a few examples



Variable weekdays order
Weekdays order in calendar 
changing when localization has 
changed (from/to English)



Highlight days with events
If day has some events – it will be 
highlighting in according with event 
type:
•Star event
•Custom event
•Uncomplete series
Also it has short notice about events 
under calendar(shows for selected 
day)



Modal window for custom achievement

New modal window for general info about 
custom achievements
(teacher can’t remove/edit this - read only)



Fixed bugs
Among the tasks also were been bugs what needed to be fixed 
There is some of them:
•Refreshing total count of stars in calendar when achievement 

add/remove
•Fixed error when try to searching class with teacher name filter (in 

admin-panel)
•Fixed error while trying to remove custom achievement in 

admin-panel
•A lot small bugs in localization and logic of calendar



Priceless knowleges
During traineeship I’ve knew a lot new things
There is biggest of them:
•Angular JS
•Node.js
•MongoDB
•Software application
• Interaction between client and server in JS frameworks
•OS X :)



Work difficulties
Nothing is easy, so this traineeship too
While working I’ve met a few difficulties (some of them from lack of 
experience, some – bad knowing of project)
Anyway, I’ve “bit” them and done my job, and I did this not without 
pleasure :)
I could say more – I liked it
I like feeling of challenge, because it can show you what you are 
really capable of



In the end
I want to say that I’ve really enjoyed this “adventures”
I’ve knew what I can do and what I want to do
It is pretty useful experience and I’m appreciate for this opportunity
I hope we can help each other in long-term perspective

Thanks for hearing!


